How To Do Linoleum Block Carving & Printing: Part 1, Carving by Jordan Makower
Seven people were gathered at a round table at the Santa Clara Valley Carvers meeting place at 2211
Shamrock Drive, in Campbell, CA. Jordan was showing them linoleum blocks he had carved (and printed)
since 1970. Strangely, he was pointing out the errors he made on each block and the resulting prints.
“The main object is to make the block a negative of the print you want; carve away areas that you want
printed as white, leave areas that you want printed in the ink color.”
People had been asked to bring pictures they wanted to ‘reproduce’ as block prints. “The nice thing about
linoleum block printing,” he said, “is that after you carve the block, you can share your art with several
people, by making prints, and you still get to keep the original block!”. One person had brought a Tattoo
Art Book, another had a photo of his grandchildren, another had a picture of a sailboat in front of him;
each person was prepared. Jordan also had brought a variety of pictures, of varying complexity, in case
someone needed one.
The Club had purchased several Speedball Linoleum Carving Kits from Blick.com for the people enrolled
in this short course. The kit contained a 4”x5” block, roller, ink, Speedball blade holder, 3 blades, a foam
roller tray, and an instruction booklet. Individually purchased, these parts would have cost at least twice
to cost of the kit!
Jordan also supplied tracing paper, carbon sheets, pencils, pens, spare rollers/brayers/barens (to push
paper onto an inked block), a paper cutter, and a variety of printing papers.
He advised the group to trace the image onto the tracing paper using a pencil, then place that image onto
carbon paper, then tape these sheets to the block, before using a RED pen to retrace the image onto the
block. He showed the sequence:

He reminded the group that the traced image with be eventually printed in reverse, and showed the way
he rendered perspective, and shading. All these steps are outlined below.

Carving
1. Find an image that has prominent lines, and scale it up/down to fit the size block you have.
2. Tape a piece of tracing paper on the image and use a soft (#2) pencil to copy parts of the image.
3. Tape a carbon paper sheet to the block (carbon down), and tape your tracing on top of it.
4. Use a red ballpoint pen to retrace the image onto the block, through the carbon paper.
5. Remove the papers and select a narrow V-blade (like Speedball #1).
6. What you carve away will print as white spaces. The ‘islands’ that you leave will be printed by
your ink.
7. Cut ‘just outside’ the lines you have traced on the block, outlining the image.
8. If you intend the line to be printed, you will eventually cut ‘just inside’ the traced line on your
block.
9. For examples of shading techniques, look at pictures of people on currency. Although these are
from engravings etched in metal, you will see that separated lines give the illusion of shading.
Cross-hatched, parallel lines, dashed and dotted lines may be used. Carving deeply with #2, #3,
and #4 blades will leave larger, open white spaces in your print.
10. To carve distance/perspective: ‘closer’ objects are outlined with slightly deeper grooves, ‘distant’
things are carved with fainter, finer lines. ‘Tilted’, ‘nearer’, surfaces are carved with widely spaced
parallel lines, ‘farther’ surfaces are represented by closely spaced lines.
Here is his finished, framed print. Notice the ground, under the horse’s hoofs, and the shading of the
dark horse. See the way the close and distant objects have been rendered. The shading at the upper
right of this picture is due to reflections from the plastic sleeve holding the frame and print.

(END PART 1)

